Full or Part-time RA Positions at The Harvard Vision Lab

The Harvard Vision Lab is seeking full or part time RAs on a large research project to teach machines how to understand social videos.

Work involves watching tons of YouTube videos of social interactions, esp. morally-charged ones, and saying whether they fit into certain categories, e.g, fighting, stealing, acts of kindness.

Pay: $15 per hour.
Can I do this for credit instead? Yes.
Is this job open to non-Harvard people? Yes, and it’s not restricted to students either.
Can I do this work from home? Yes. There will be weekly in-person meetings, but most communication will happen over Slack.
Is the work fun? I assume you watch YouTube videos for fun already.
Start time: As soon as possible.
Can this job extend through the summer? Yes.

Please contact Julian De Freitas at defreitas@g.harvard.edu to set up an interview. We will favor those who can dedicate a large amount of time to the project.